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PART

M I C H E L SON OPT I C S

The Atomic L=Joratories M-4 Interferometer is fabricated with Michelson Optics,
w i rh Fabr'i-:=,=r~t Optics, or with a conb i ner icn of both. The iVlichelson front
surface mirrors and beam spl itte:- and the Feorv-Fe ro t mirrors must be treated ':lith
the utmosT respect. They are never to be Touched ~ithout wearing sloves,and then
only sparin~ly. Oust may be cleaned from The mirrors by means of the camelIs hair
brush whic:, is shipped '..,ith each instrument. Other matter ma'! be removed: if
absolutely necessary, with a soft cloth or piece cf lens paper brushed ever 50

lightly asai:".s7 the surface. When the interfer::rr.eter is stored,. it should be
covered cT e : I times with tile p lesr ic bao;. It is also a gooc ic ee to keep the
lens covers over the optics when they are not in use.

When the ~-~ Interferometer is ordered WiTh onl; ene set of cptics: the other set
may be orcered at any future date and eas ily inSTal led by removing the masking
tape on t~,e j:"'.terferometer ches s is and cer r iece end insert ing t,-:eSCre\'ls in ti"\e
indicated :".cles. The fol Ic~in~ unpacking ir.sTrucTions apply to the interfercmeTer
irregardless aT the type of optics.

UnDackinc: ~ently remove the cardboard insert ~h;ch holds the interfercmeter in
place, being extremely careful not to rub cr push it against the optics while lifting
it out. Place tha interfercmeter on a level surf~ce and remove the plastic c~ve:-,

as wei I as t~e lens covers. Remove the tape which holds the carriage in place.

Licht Source: The I'vl-4 I;;terfercmeter w i II operaTe with any standard mercury or
sodium light source , including Arcm ic Laboratories' own moncchr-crnet ic mercury light
source. To operate the sou rce , insert lamp: eit;,er one or both of the two c l t tuser
plates, and, if desired, the green It/rattan filter. If used. with the Michelson
Optics, the I isht source should be positioned as shown in the photcgraph. The
light shou Id erlter the beern sp I itter at a 45~ eng ie. DANGE~: ULTRAIf IOLET PJl.YS C.;N
SEVERELY OA~~GE THE EYE. THE DIFFUSER PLAT~S

,Cl,aSORB THESE RWS: IF THEY SHOULD BE RE~J\CVED

OR BROKEN, ~E EXPOSED LAjvlP BECC1vlES EXTREivlELY
DANGEROUS:

Adjustment: Move the carriage unti I mirror number 2 is approximately the same
distance from the beam spl itter as the fixed mirror number I. This distance is
generally about 12.5 cm., but it should be checked with a ruler. It should be
measured from the coated side (left side) of the beam s p li t t e r in each case.
Now tighten the carriage lock Screw to hold the carriage firmly in place. Turn
on the I ight source, which is in the position previously described. The next
step is to bring the mirrors into exact perpendicularity. The adjustment can be
accomp I i shed as fo I lows:



Turn on rr.e i igh-:- source a nd observe the focusing pin* wh ich is
s ituated bet\'iee~ t~e ; ight S0ur::e and the beera sp litter-. 1''''0 images of the pin
wi I I be seen, one c~ming f~cm the reflection at the fron, surface of the beam
spl lt ter , the other- r rom -:-:-:e reflection at its back surface.

Line up t~e ver-ticcl positions of the focusing pin. This can be done
by means of the adj~s7ing screw of mirror number I. The adjusting screw of
mirror number- 2 w i l l I ine up the focusing pin horizontally. When only one
image of The pin is achieved, fringes should appeer. To best observe these
fringes, look straigr.T i nro the back mirror from the fr0.1T of the Intederometer.

It takes a I ittle practice to obtain the fringes. As stated previous Iy,
before Touching t~e adjuSTing screws, make certain that tr:e two mirrors are
equally distant frcm The :eem sui itter. When the fringes first appeer they can
be sbarpe ned by very ccref..:1 and minute adjustment of the sc rews . If tr.e·
adjust~&.1t is acccmpi ished in a room with a great deal of vibration or on an
unsteed~ table, the fringes wil I soon disappear.

Often on I.' very T:": in a~d blurred fr inges will be seen in the beg inn i ng.
A geod Technique is T.J line the:.l up vertically or horizontally (see below) by
adjusti~g one mirror. Then by centering in with the other- mirror, the fringe
curvature will be i rc raased until finally the center- appears. Be sure wh i Le
making these adjustments that the mirror is moved in the direction of the
fringe's decreased radius of curvature.

Line fringes
up ver-t ica Ily

Decre ase red ius
of curvature

Finally--
the bu I I' s-eye

MAINTENANCE: Every six months remove carriage and Wipe steel ways with clean
rag containing a few drops of three-in-one oi I. Ways must be spotlessly clean
and free of dust, dirt, or rust for efficient operation.

EXPERIt'vlENT I: Determin2tion of the Wave Lencth of Monochromatic Licht.

Procedure: Use Atomic Laboratories' ~Iercury Light Source, with a Wratten
Number 74 filter or equivalent. Once a good pattern of fringes has been
obtained, take a reading of the micrometer head. By turning the head, the
carriage can be moved slowly in either direction. Count the fringes as
they pass by the focusing pin or as they appear or disappear in the bul I's
eye. For satisfactory precision] count at least one hundred fringes. After
counting them off, take a new reading of the micrometer head. From the
number of fringes passed over, ~, and the distance traversed by the mirror,
we may determine the wave length of the monochromatic I ight by means of

* The focusing pin is removable
from the carriage.
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the formu!e:

2(d I - d2) =~

The d i s t e rce travelled by t;-,e mir ror in cerrt ir-ere r s is given by

whe re (0\ - D?) is the change of the m lc rcmere r reeding in rn i l l imere r-s and
K is the reti3 of carriege ~ovement to micrcmetar screw reeding. For the
M-4 Interferometer K = 0.020

Whence: x = 2 ( O. Ia) (0 I -D2) K

.6n
cm .

o
The.cerrecT ve l us for the '1Icvelength of green marcurv I ignTis 5460.740 ,A,

(I A = I x 10-3 cm) . You me'! ','/ ish to use th is correct va I ue of The weve
length TO obterr, a more exec, velue for K, since there are some veriations
in manu tec tur ii:g cond itions of the· instrument.

Discussion: An Interfercmeter is generally defined e s an optical instrument
which produces interference petterns by the division of one beern of I ight into
one or r.1cre parts. These perts travel different paths and ere then ultimately
brought tcgether to yield the interference effects. The resultant patterns
depend on the cpticel paths traversed by the several beams. Consequently,
the Interferometer determines differences in ootical oeths. Since the optical
path is the product ct re f rec t ive index ~ by path length d , it is clear that
if the several beams traverse media of the same ~, a measure of the path
length d is given. Conversely, if the path lengths d are equal (or at l easr
constant) then The refractive index is determined. Thus, the InterferomeTer
may be used to measure any of these three quantities: (I) Geometrical path
length, (2) Optical path length, (3) Refractive index.

Determinetion at optical path length is of importance in technical
app-l icat ions. Measurement of i nd ices of refract icn w i I I be the subjec'r of
exper iments numbers 4 and 5. In th is exper iment, however, we have· been
concerned with geometrical path length.

If the difference between the separations of the two ful I-s ilvered
mirrors from the half-si Ivered one (beam spl itter) is d , then the difference of
geometrical path length for the two central (normal) rays is 2d, because the
distance d is traversed once in each direction. Consequently, the condition tor
constructive interference for the central rays is:

2d = nA.

Where A is the wave length of the I ight and n is an integer. Actually because
of the difference between internal and external reflections at silvered surfaces
a phase re ve r se I of one of the rays may re su It, in wh ich case the above
condition would be appropriate to destructive interference, and that for
constructive interference would be: .

2d = (n + 1/2)A
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Sir.ce we ",ecsure fringe shifts here] which condition appl ies is of no consequence
and 7~e Tor-:r1ula wh ich is appl icable is:

~'here (d
l

- d
Z)

is the distance the cer-r i eqe is moved to cause the appearance
or d i seppeerence of .b1 fr i nges at the center.

USing the cal ibration given above and the read ings of the micrometer
hec:d (before and after carriage motion) t~e wave length is determined by use
of t~e c:oove formula] by substituting t~e cppropric:te values of (d l - d

Z)
and ~"1 i n70 it.

EXP~=IMENT 7. Measurement of Scdiu~ :o~b!et SeDaratian.

Procedure: The sodium daubletcar:sists of fwc v e l l cw spectral lines] hev l nq
'.·/e'/e i eng,r: s of 5890 end 5396 1-.. The 5~90 A line is t','1 ice as intense as th e
5c9E r-. line.

Use a sodium I ight source (e.;. Senco Nurnce r' 27300) to establish a
st re iqrrr I ine fringe pattern. r;-,ers_c.-s now rwo S"FS of fringe pattems
formed, one for each line of the dcu c J sr . Loosen the carr iage lock screw and
move the carriage by hand and observe t~at The yel lew fringes pass a!ternately
from a condition of high conTrast to ene of almost ccmpiete disappearance.
This latter condition occurs when one set of fringes is half way between the
other set. Fix the carriage at one of t~e conditions of most complete
disappearance by tightening the cer r ieqe lock screw and read the micrometer
head. By turning the micrometer head] move to the next condition of most
complete disappearance and read the nead again. Repect. Calculate the
average distance .Q. be-tween cond it ions of d i seppear-ence , ~'e can now ce I cu I ate
the difference in wavelengths of these t':IO I ines as follows:

At the first micrometer reading:

'Nhere A.I is greater than A.Z' The f e rm on the right hand side indicates that
the order of the shorter wavelength fringe differs from that of the longer
wavelength fringe system by an odd half integer. This is true since the
condition of disappearance of the fringe system occurs when one system is
just halfway between the other. For the second read ing, we have:

By subtraction we obtain:

2(d Z - d I)

""\ - ""Z

Since A.I and A.Z are approximately equal, we then obTain:

A. 1 - A.Z =; o. = ""ZjZd
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i'Iher6 :'. is '''0:::: average ''''evele~~7;'} and d = d
2

- d l = 0.10 (02-J:)K.

The average wavelenc7h can be measured by repeating Experiment I
using the Scdium lamp as the I ight source.

EXPERIMENT ~_ Observation of White Lfoht Frinces.

Frocedure: In order to observe fringes 'tIi th a source of wh i';'e I ight) i r is
best to ec ju sr the Interfercme7er to obtain tile so-called l oca l i zed fringes.
This is cene by adjusting one 07 the mirrors sl ightly so as to destroy the
corid i t ion of exact pe rpe nd icu lar i rv. The fringe pattern now w i l l co ns i st of
curved: herizontal or ver,ic~1 stripes. Next} a position of ne~rly zero path
length is seerched for. This position is characterized by the f~ct that.the
striped pa7tern wi I I beccme mOS7 neerly straight when the condition is
achieved.

At t~js point an extended white I ight source may be substituted for
the rnonccar-cme't ic source: and a very slow motion of the carriage w i l I bring
the white I igMt fringes into view. White fringes are especially important in
the Michelson Interferometer in that they give a precise indication of the
position of zero optical path length differe:1ce.

An o rd l narv , frosted: incandescent l ernp or even bright sunl ight wi II
serve very well as the I ight Source for this experiment. The lamp can be
placed behind the monochromatic I ight end turned on in the beginning of the
experimen,. When zero path length is obtained} simply turn off the mono
chromat ic light.

Another means of obtaining zero path length is
to construct a "T' by sepe re t i ng a diffuser p Iate with
cardboard or black paper (see draw ing). Place a mono
chromat ic I ight sou rce on one side} a wh ite I ight source
on the other} and turn both of t~em on. With this method
it is not necesscry to obtain local ized fringes. Once
any fringes have been obtained--they wil I appear in the
left side of the mirror--Ioosen carriage lock screw and
move carriege slowly by hand unti I the right side of the
mirror flashes brief 1'1 with color. Tighten carriage lock screw. Search
either way f,om this direction} and the white [ight fringes} which have the
appearance of small spectra} wi II be finally located.

Discussion: Only a few white light fringes are observed. This is accounted
for when we recal I that white I ight consists of al I wave lengths of visible
light. Aperr f rom the central fringe} the various interference patterns (for
different wave lengths) wi I I overlap. A colored fringe is violet on the
side necrer to the central fringe and red on the other.

EXPER IMENT 4: Index of Refraction of a Transoarent Sol ld .

Procedure: For the purpose of performing this experiment it will be necessary
to construct a sample holder which is capable of positioning the sample
accurately between the beam splitter and the fixed mirror (mirror number I).
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The h~lder must be c=;=J!e of giving a slow rotation of t~e sample, through a
measureacle angle.

When the holder has been attached to the Interferometer and with the
sample positioned normal to the beam, the instrument is al igned to produce
circw!ar monochrcmctic fringes. When th is has been achieved, rotate the sample
thrc~gh an angle sufficient to produce a shift of c few hundred fringes. Count
the nwmber of fringes. The index ot refraction of the sample is then given
by the formula:

26(~x) = f,.6n

where ~ (ux ) is the increase in opt i ca I path produced by the rotat ion.

For a given angle of rotution S. fringe shift CD, and wave length~, ~

is evaluated cs follows:

Referring to the diagram:

Optic~1 path before rot~tion =~ AS + Be

Optica I peth after rotation "lJ. AD + DE

Angle of rotation = e

AD .. t sec e

PJ3 =t

DE = CE tanS

CE = AD sin (8 -<II) :; t sec ell sine S_¢

DE = t sec <P sine s- ell) tan e

BC = t secB - t

Alii = \-lt sec 4! + t sec ¢ sinee - <II) f e ne - ~ t - t sec e -:- t
2

sec ~ tane sine e - ¢i) == (tane - tan4!) sine

~6.2n .. t(~- SineSin¢i)+t(! - cos s -IJ.)
cos e

~ and s er-e related by sinS= IJ. so
S in<ll

t ~ bL - *5 i n
2 e) + t (I - co s e- \-l ) ..

jJ -~ si n28 .
IJ.
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;\.I\n = tt z - sin2e + t(1 - ccs s -~)
2

t Z
(lJ.z - sinze) =(~J + t 2 (~z '1- cosze + + 4J,COS e - ZIJ. - 2cosa>

+ ;\.t~(1J. + cos e - I)
... Z

Neglecting tha term(Y}n) (beccusa it is very sma l l ) end simpl ifying gives

~
~ = (t - 2 ) (I - cos e)

t( I - ccse ) -;\.6n
Z

Any transparent material ~vui lable in suitable shape and siz9 will be
sat is rectorv . One must bear in mind that in dax 0 f re tract ion depends on wuve
length and thut, therefore, diffarant results wi I I be obtained tor different colors
of light.

EXPERIMENT 5: Index of Refr~ction of a Gas.

Procedure: For this experiment it is necess.:::lry to construct a gas cell with
plane, flat transparent surt~==s normal to the beam direction. The cel I must be
capable of being evacuated. It must also be possible to introGuca the gas semp le
at a known temperature and pressure. It is> 0 f course, necessary to introduce
the sumple sufficiently slowly thaT the fringe shift can be determined. The index
of refraction of the gas is then given by

2 ( ~ - t rt =;\, 6n

where tis the geometr ica I path I~ngth through the ce I I. Here the quant ity ~

depends on the pressure end t:mperature of the gas according to the Lorentz
Lorenz Law.

A simple gas cell has basn descr ibe d by T. G. Bullen in Am. J. Phys. 27,
5Z0 (1959). The fol lowing d~scription is from his article:

A cel I can be readily constructed from a piece of brass tUbing about 4 em
in diameter and 6 to 7 cm long. The ends of the tubing should be turned true in a
lathe and a side tube attached for pumping. Thin plata glass squares, c~refully

cleaned with alcohol, are than fittad to the ends with Tackiwax (Central Scientific
Co, , Catalog No. 11444). The cell is placed in the uncompensated arm of the
interfarometar and atTached to ~ ballast bottle of about five-liters capacity,
fitted with a stop cock for admitting air and for connection to a vacuum p~np. On
pumping down the system the fringe patTern .:lIters in a staccuto fashion, very rapidly
.:lt first and then more slowly as V5cuum is att~ined. Le3ks can be detected if the
pattern is observed to alter ~han pumping is complete. By admitting air slowly
through the stop-cod, it is possible to count the fringe displacement from vacuum
to atmospheric pressure. For guses other than air the determination c~n be m~de by
admitting the gas via the stop-cock. The bal last bottle permits fine control of the
r~te of fringe displacement \·lithout the use of a needle valve. For air, a displace
ment of about 60 fringes is obtained for a 6-cm cel Ij reasonable accuracy for the
refractive indices of gases can be uttained.

EXPERIMENT 6: Determining Tbiclsnass of Thin Transparent films of Qcgank 0'

Inorgonic ~totarials.
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A method of determining the thi:kness of such films is outlined here.
This method ~i I 1 serva to determine: (I) Refr~ctive index, if thickness is known;
and (2) Thickness, if refr~ctive index is known.

Procedure:

I. Sat up the Interferometer ~s shown below. First the instrument is
adjusted t~ show white 1ight fringes in left half of the field and showing the black
band (see Fig. I next puge).

---j
,

t
I
i
I
I

2.

f/a'h=P
WHr.~

2. Set up a telescope for viewing the bands. The reticule used in the
ocular should be ruled so that thers are about 20 divisions to eithar side of
center. The micro~eter screw is used to bring the center of the black band to
the center line of the reti~ula. Fig. I shows this condition minus the image of
the reticule. Substituted, in the drawing, for the center I ine of the reticule
is the symbo I , t::::>.

3. If now the fi 1m to be meusured is placed somewhere in optical puth
#1 of the instru~ent and positioned so as to appear in part of the white fringe
~reJ as shovn in Fig. ill it VIi II be not iced that the wh ita light tr i nges have
disappedred in the portion of light patO that now p~sses through the film. This
is due to th~ Tuct thut the fi I~ has caused the optical path ~I to appe3r longer
due to the refractive index of the fi 1m. To return the black band so it shows
in the file l the optical path ~~ must be lengthened.
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4. The micrometer screw is slowly turGed toward higher readings so
that the carriage moves farther f rcm the be ern s o l i-ter.

While this is done a careful count must be mads of the Hg light fringes,
one by one, as they pass any given fixed position unti I the black band is visible
through the fi 1m and in its original horizontal position as in Fig. III

Hg. Hg'

I
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-
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._,--_.

I
)

') -_ ..

I -

I

~I- ,

8·8. .1Y

- ,.

- -- --- \- .

~
...... --
,.

.. .- .~...

- .... ___0_

]I

5. To determine the thickness, the formula given in Experiment 5 is
use d as fo I low s :

where t = Thickness
~n = Number of fringes passed over
~ = Index of refraction of the fi 1m material

~air = Wave length of Hg light = 5460A
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For example, SUppOS2 6n = 10, ~ = 1.5, then

•t = 10 x 5460 = 54,600 A = 5.46 micron = .00546 mm.
2 x .5

6. In maasu rarrerrt of very thin films where the displacement is less
than one fringe (see Fig. V) measure as fol lows:

01 = 1/4°2

and D
2

corresponds to 1/2 wave length path difference (2n = I/Z). Therefore

6n = 1/4 x I/Z = 1/8

Again, assuming ~ 1.5, 7he thickness is given as before by

•t = 1/8 x 5460 = 58Z A
Z x .5

EXPE~ IMEN! 7: Deter:7'l incT ion of Wave Lenath 0 ifferences fur the Ba Imer Lines
of ~'jdroaen and Deuter iL:r:1.

Procedure: For this ex~eriment a Heavy Water Balmer Tube I ight source is
used with the M-4 Interferometer. A Number \6 Wratten filter or equivalent
is necessary for cbservation of the red Balmer I ines,and a Number 45 Wratten
filter or equivalent is necessary for observation of the blue Balmer lines
without interference frcm the other I ines of the Balmer series. Acyl indrical
lens of about 2.5 inches focal length (or about 15 diopters) placed approxi-
mately 2 inches fram the Balmer tube is helpful in providing more uniform
illumination to the field viewed in the interferometer. A diffuser plate
(grcund glass or waxed paper) and the appropriate filter are located between
the cv l indrical lens e rc the interferometer.

With the Number 16 Wratten filter or equivalent in place, obtain a
good pattern of fringes. The wavelength of the red Balmer I ine may be
determined using the prccedure of Experiment I.

Loosen the carriage lock screw. Now} with the bul I's eye in view}
place a thumb on each side of the interferometer base,and index and middle
fingers on each side of the carriage. ~ gently push the carriage unti I
the bul I's eye disappears. Place a centimeter scale on top of the beam
spl itter and the compensator. Measure the distance between the index marks
in the top center of the beam spl itter and compensator frames. Estimate
distances to O. I mil I imeters. Again gently push the carriage. The bul lis
eye wil I reappear and then again disappear. Measure the distance between
index marks. Repeat this procedure for five to ten successive disappearances
of the bu l l ' s eye. In reducing the data only the initial and final measure
ments are used. However, a reasonable uniformity of the differences betwe~n

intermediate measurements ensures that a disappearance of the but I's eye has
not been missed in moving the interferometer carriage.
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Between success ive d lsappeer-ences a f the bu I I' s eye) we have moved
the carriage one more wavelength for the shorter wavelength I ine than for
the longer wave length line.

2(dZ-d I) = A.I~ = A.Z(6I"1 + I)

Where (dZ-d l ) is the distance the carriage is moved between successive
disappearances of the bul I's eye. However)

Thus,

2(d 2- d I) = A.Z\.I

D-..

Since ~I is approximately equel to A.
2,

we have:

o: = ~2------
2Cd2-d I)

An example of data taken and its reduction is given below.

~ = 2Cd?-dl) = 4 x 10-3 (D2-0,) = 4 x 10-3(17.23 - 12.28) = 6.6 x 10-5 ern,

6n 6n 300

oisappearance
of au I I 's Eve

o
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

d2-d I = I. 07 = O. I 19
9

Distance between
Index Marks (cm)

7.85
7.96
8.08
8.20
8.32
8.45
8.57
8.69
8.80
8.92

Distance Between
DisaDDearances

o. 1 I

o. 12
0.12
0.12
O. 13
0.12
O. 12
O. II
O. 12

(9.. = ~2......._--
2(d 2-d I)

= (6.6 x 10-5)2 = 1.83 x 10-8 cm.
0.238

More accurate values for the red I ines are:

~ = 6563 Angstrom Units for Ha and 6\. = 1.79 Angstrom Units.
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With the Number 45 Wratten filter or equ ivalent in place, the
exoeri~ent may be performed for the blue Balmer I ine. An example of data
t2~en 2~d its reduction is given below.

~ = 2(dZ-d,) = 4 x 10-3 (02-0,) = 4 x 10-3(15.5a-II.90) = 4.9 x 10- 5 em.
~ 6n 300

Disappearance
of bu I I' seve

o
I
2
3
4
5

o;
2(dZ-d\)

Distance between
I ncex Marks (cm)

8.03
8. 13
3.22
e.31
2.40
2.49

d2-dl = 0.46/5 = 0.09Z

( 10- 5 2 ~ I -84.9 x ) = I . .J X 10
O. 184

~ ...
'-,II.

DisTance Between
Disaooearances

O. \0
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09

~ore cccurate values for the blue I ines are:

A = 4861 Angstrom Units for Hp and ~ = 1.33 Angstrom Units.

Discussion: Accord ing to the Bohr theory, the wavelength of a spectrum line
can ce expressed by the formula:

1 =x -, )
n22

Where A is wavelength
m is the mass of the electron
e is the charge of the electron
Z is the charge of the atomic nucleus
c is the velocity of light
h is Planck's constant
nl is the quantum number of the initial state
n2 is the quantum number of the final state.

The Rydberg constant R = 2~2me4/ch3 so that

1= RZ2 (L - I)
/I. niL ~

However, the electron does not rotate about a stationary nucleus but instead,
both the electron and the nucleus rotate about the center of mass of the
system. Thus the mass of the electron m should be rep laced by the reduced
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mass
I + ill.

M

where M is the mass of the nucleus.

For the nucleus of hydrogen M = 1837 m and for the nucleus of deuterium
M = 3674 m. Thus the Rydberg constant is slightly different for deuterium
than fer hydrogen. For hydregen R = 109677.759. For deuterium R = 109707.387.
For a nucleus of infinite mass R = 109737.424.

In the Bohr theory formula above Z = 1 for hydrogen and deuterium.
For the Balmer series n\ = 2. The red I ine ~ corresponds to n2 = 3 and the
blue line Hp corresponds to n2 = 4.
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